Payperblock is a freelancer platform for Blockchain experts,
powered by Payb Blockchain.
More than $3.7 billion has been raised through ICOs in the United States alone, during past couple of
years. Blockchain-related jobs are the second-fastest growing in today’s labour market; there are now
14 job openings for each blockchain developer. Over the next few years blockchain will be acting as a
sound infrastructure. It is expected that blockchain projects are dominating the future.
Already now there is a high demand for skilled blockchain professionals. Payperblock platform
connects the best blockchain talents with the most interesting and promising blockchain projects.
Payperblock – building a smart future.

PAYB COIN
PayB blockchain will work as a decentralized digital machine, it is a public blockchain technology used for peer
to peer contracts. Decentralized autonomous Marketplace
(DAM) are primarily a set of complex smart contracts that
come together to create a set of rules which regulate the
operations of a group of members and their assists.

PAYB COIN
Ticker: PayB
Token distribution: 10 billion
Public sales: 45%
Cold Storage: 25%
Developer and Advisors: 15%
Bounty program and bonuses: 15%

Now, the PayB token is an ERC20 token. This indicates we
are currently running on the Ethereum network. The distribution and transfer of PayB tokens are handled by the
PayB smart contract, which is running on the Ethereum
network.

ERC20 token to PAYB blockchain coin

ALLOCATIONS OF ICO FUNDS

In Dec 2018, all PayB token holders are able to swap their
ERC20 PayB tokens to PayB coins on our own blockchain.
PayB Coin, an open source blockchain validated and secured by nodes in the network that run on the Payperblock Proof-of-Stake consensus protocol. Details regarding token swap will be communicated in the nearest
future.

Research and development: 40%
31%
Marketing: 10%
Operation expenses: 9%
Consultancy: 6%
Legal: 4%

ROADMAP
JUN 17’
Planning

AUG 18’
PRE-ICO

NOV 17’
MVP platform

SEP 18’
Listing on Exhange

SEP 18’
ICO

DEC 18’
Beta Version

NOV 18’
ALPHA Version

FEB 19’
PAYB Blockchain

DEC 18’
Marketing Campaign

FEB 19’
Token Swap to PAYB

